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Abstract
We prove that multiplicative preprojective algebras, defined by Crawley-Boevey and
Shaw, are 2-Calabi–Yau algebras for quivers containing an unoriented cycle. We also
prove that the dg versions of these algebras (arising in Fukaya categories of certain We-
instein 4-manifolds) are formal with homology the multiplicative preprojective algebra
concentrated in degree zero. We prove that the center is trivial in the case that the cy-
cle is properly contained, and hence the Calabi–Yau structure is unique. We conjecture
that the same properties hold for all non-Dynkin, non-extended Dynkin quivers, and
explain how to reduce the conjecture to extended-Dynkin quivers (note that the cycle
is the type A case). As an application, corresponding multiplicative quiver varieties
are normal and are locally isomorphic to ordinary quiver varieties. This includes char-
acter varieties of Riemann surfaces with punctures and monodromy conditions; quivers
containing cycles cover all positive genus cases.
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1 Introduction
Multiplicative preprojective algebras have recently gained attention in geometry and topol-
ogy. These algebras appear in the study of certain wrapped Fukaya categories, see [EL17c],
[EL17b], in the study of microlocal sheaves on rational curves, see [BK16], and in the
study of generalized affine Hecke algebras, see Appendix 1 in [EOR07]. Their moduli
spaces of representations are called multiplicative quiver varieties, an analogue of Naka-
jima’s quiver varieties, which includes character varieties of rank n local systems on closed
Riemann surfaces, or on open Riemann surfaces with punctures and monodromy conditions
[CBS06, Yam08, ST18]. Multiplicative quiver varieties have also been studied from various
viewpoints in [VdB07], [Boa13], [CB13], and [CF17]. A quantization was defined in [Jor14]
and further studied in [GJS19].
Historically, the multiplicative preprojective algebra was defined by Crawley-Boevey and
Shaw, in [CBS06], to view solutions of the Deligne–Simpson problem as irreducible represen-
tations of multiplicative preprojective algebras of certain star-shaped quivers. Their paper
establishes the foundations for much of this work. For a fixed field k and a quiver Q with
vertex set Q0 and arrow set Q1 and q P pk
ˆqQ0 , Crawley-Boevey and Shaw define
ΛqpQq :“
LQ
JQ
:“
kQrp1` aa˚q´1saPQ´
r :“
ś
aPQ1
p1 ` aa˚qp1` a˚aq´1 ´ q
¯ ,
a quotient of the localized path algebra of the double quiver, LQ, by the two-sided ideal JQ
generated by a single relation, r.
In section 7.5 of [ST18], Tirelli and the second author conjecture that multiplicative
preprojective algebras of connected, non-Dynkin quivers are 2-Calabi–Yau. They observe,
following [BGV16], that the 2-Calabi–Yau property would determine the (formal) local
structure of the moduli space of representations. Namely, any formal neighborhood can
be identified with the formal neighborhood of the zero representation of the moduli space
of representations of some (additive) preprojective algebra. Among other applications men-
tioned in [ST18], it would follow that multiplicative quiver varieties are normal. In light of
these applications, and others mentioned below, the goal of this paper is to work towards a
proof of the following conjecture:
Conjecture 1.1. ΛqpQq is 2-Calabi–Yau for all q P pkˆqQ0 and all Q connected and not
Dynkin; moreover, it is a prime ring.1 If Q is furthermore not extended Dynkin, then
ZpΛqpQqq “ k, and the Calabi–Yau structure is unique.
We explain how one can reduce these conjectures to the extended Dynkin cases below,
see Section 6.5 for more detail. We carry this procedure out for Q “ A˜n, thereby proving
the conjecture for all connected quivers containing it:
Theorem 1.2. ΛqpQq is 2-Calabi–Yau and prime for any q P pkˆqQ0 and any k a field,
and Q connected and containing an unoriented cycle. If the containment is proper, then
ZpΛqpQqq “ k, and the Calabi–Yau structure is unique.
As observed, it follows the multiplicative quiver varieties for quivers containing cycles
are formally locally isomorphic to ordinary quiver varieties, and in particular are normal.
This includes (as an open subset) character varieties of Riemann surfaces of positive genus
with punctures and prescribed monodromy conditions, as explained in [ST18, §3] (following
[CBS06, Yam08]). (In the case of closed Riemann surfaces, as observed in [BS16, Remark
8.8], this statement does not require our result, since the group algebra Crπ1pΣqs is well-
known to be 2-Calabi–Yau.)
1Recall that a prime ring is a noncommutative analogue of an integral domain, being a ring R in which
aRb “ 0 implies a “ 0 or b “ 0.
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In addition to the above perspective of giving a (formal) local description of multiplicative
quiver varieties, there are various other perspectives on this work. Namely, multiplicative
preprojective algebras arise from studying certain wrapped Fukaya categories. If XΓ is a
plumbing of cotangent bundles according to the graph Γ, then Ekholm and Lekili [EL17a]
and Etgu¨ and Lekili [EL17c], [EL17b] produced quasi-isomorphisms,
WpXΓq
rEL17as
–
// BΓ
rEL17cs,rEL17bs
–
// LΓ
whereWpXΓq denotes the partially wrapped Fukaya category ofXΓ,BΓ denotes the Chekanov
and Eliashberg dg-algebra and LΓ is a derived multiplicative preprojective algebra. It fol-
lows from Ganatra’s thesis [Gan12] that LΓ is 2-Calabi–Yau, as a dg-algebra. We establish
this result purely algebraically, in the case Γ contains a cycle. We show that
H˚pLΓq
Section 4
“
// H0pLΓq “ Λ1pΓq
and hence LΓ is formal. Note that for the ordinary preprojective algebra, ΠpQq, the Ginzburg
dg-algebra has homology concentrated in degree zero: ΠpQq has a length two bimodule
resolution (see [BBK02, MV96] for the characteristic zero case, and [EE07] in general) which
Anick shows is equivalent for graded connected algebras in [Ani82, Theorems 2.6 & 2.9], and
[EG07] observes this extends to the quiver case.
Consequently, deformations of the wrapped Fukaya category WpXΓq as an A8 (respec-
tively A8 Calabi–Yau) category over a degree zero base are given by deformations of Λ
1pΓq
as an associative (respectively Calabi–Yau) algebra. The infinitesimal deformations can be
identified with HH2pΛ1pΓqq, which by Van den Bergh duality assuming Conjecture 1.1 is
isomorphic to HH0pΛ
1pΓqq. The techniques in [Sch16] can likely be adapted to compute the
zeroth Hochschild homology using an explicit basis for ΛqpQq computed here. Furthermore,
by the 2-Calabi-Yau property, HH3pΛqpQqq “ 0, so there are no obstructions to extend-
ing to infinite order deformations. We conjecture that the same holds for every connected,
non-Dynkin quiver. More precisely:
Conjecture 1.3. If Q is a connected, non-Dynkin quiver, then the dg multiplicative pre-
projective algebra Λdg,qpQq is quasi-isomorphic to ΛqpQq, in degree zero.
We give the precise definitions and details in Section 4.
Another perspective on this work involves specializing to QE an extended Dynkin quiver and
q “ 1. In Shaw’s thesis, [Sha05], he shows that for the extended vertex v, in analogy with
the additive case, the subalgebra evΛ
1pQEqev is commutative of dimension 2 and is smooth
away from the origin. In further analogy, it is reasonable to pose the following conjecture:
Conjecture 1.4. The algebra Λ1pQEq is a 2-dimensional NCCR (non-commutative crepant
resolution) over its center, ZpΛ1pQEqq. The Satake map
2 ZpΛ1pQEqq Ñ evΛ
1pQEqev, z ÞÑ
evz, is an isomorphism.
For QE “ A˜n, our results imply the conjecture as follows: One can identify
Λ1pA˜nq
–
ÝÑ Ende0Λ1pA˜nqe0pe0Λ
1pA˜nqq,
by identifying e0Λ
1pA˜nqe0 – krX,Y, Zs{pZ
n`1`XY `XY Zq as an algebra (which is com-
mutative) and e0Λ
1pA˜nqei – Mi :“ pZ
i, Y q, the ideal. The isomorphism is then explicitly
given:
2We use the terminology “Satake” following the analogous one for symplectic reflection algebras at t “ 0
of Etingof–Ginzburg, itself coming from the map for affine Hecke algebras proposed by Lusztig.
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• on vertices by i ÞÑ id :Mi ÑMi;
• on arrows by ai ÞÑ Z :Mi ÑMi`1 for i ă n and an ÞÑ Z{p1` Y qZ :Mn ÑM0;
• on reverse arrows by a˚i ÞÑ inc :Mi ãÑMi´1 for i ą 0 and a
˚
0 ÞÑ Y :M0 ÑMn.
The surjectivity follows from the observation that every e0Λ
1pA˜nqe0-module map of ideals
is given by left multiplication by some element of the field of fractions of e0Λ
1pA˜nqe0. The
injectivity follows from the fact that Λ1pA˜nq is prime (see Proposition 6.8) and injectivity
on e0Λ
1pA˜nqe0.
Now, to prove the second statement, generally, if A is an algebra and e an idempotent,
then EndAoppeAq – eAe. In the case EndeAepeAq – A
op also, we obtain an identification
ZpeAeq – EndeAebAoppeAq – ZpAq. Explicitly, the map ZpAq Ñ ZpeAeq is given by z ÞÑ ez.
If in addition, as here, eAe is commutative, we obtain ZpAq – eAe, via the Satake map.
Finally, to complete the proof of the first statement, the computation above shows that
Home0Λ1pA˜nqe0pMi,Mjq – eiΛ
1pA˜nqej –Mj´i as a module over e0Λ
1pA˜nqe0 – ZpΛ
1pA˜nqq –
eiΛ
1pA˜nqei, so in particular e0Λ
1pA˜nq is self-dual and hence reflexive as a e0Λ
1pA˜nqe0-
module. Since furthermore Λ1pA˜nq is 2-Calabi–Yau (by Theorem 1.2) and e0Λ
1pA˜nqe0
is Gorenstein (as it is a hypersurface in A3), it follows that Λ1pA˜nq is an NCCR over
e0Λ
1pA˜nqe0.
Note that Λ1pQEq can only be an NCCR in the extended Dynkin case, as in the Dynkin
case it has infinite global dimension, and in the non-Dynkin, non-extended Dynkin case it
is expected to have trivial center (by Conjecture 1.1); see Section 5.
A final perspective on this work involves the Kontsevich-Rosenberg Principle which says:
a non-commutative geometric structure on an associative algebra A should induce a geo-
metric structure on the representation spaces RepnpAq, for all n ě 1. This principle needs
adjusting for structures living in the derived category of A-modules, as the representation
functor is not exact. For a d-Calabi–Yau structure on A, it is shown in [BD18] and [Yeu18]
that the derived moduli stack of perfect complexes of A-modules, RPerfpAq, has a canonical
p2 ´ dq-shifted symplectic structure. Since the dg Ginzburg algebra is 2-Calabi–Yau, this
implies that its moduli stack of representations has a 0-shifted symplectic structure. By
Conjecture 1.1, it is the same as the moduli stack of representations of ΛqpQq itself. Note
that the multiplicative quiver variety can be viewed as a coarse moduli space of stemistable
representations; so the aforementioned result that this variety locally has the structure of
an ordinary quiver variety is a singular analogue of the statement on the moduli stack.
We prove Theorem 1.2 using a complex:
P‚ :“ Λ
qpQq bkQ0 kQ0 bkQ0 Λ
qpQq
α
ÝÑ ΛqpQq bkQ0 kQ1 bkQ0 Λ
qpQq
β
ÝÑ ΛqpQq b ΛqpQq
defined originally in [CBS06] and shown to resolve ΛqpQq, except for the injectivity of the
map α. We show α is injective and then show the dual complex P_‚ is a resolution of
ΛqpQqr´2s, which implies ΛqpQq is 2-Calabi–Yau.
First, we establish a chain of implications to reduce the proof to a presentation of the
localization LQ that we call the strong free product property. (The strong free product prop-
erty is a version of Anick’s weak summand property in the ungraded case, see [Ani82].) We
explain a procedure to show that the strong free product property holds for any connected
quiver containing a subquiver where the strong free product property holds. Then we es-
tablish the strong free product property explicitly using the Diamond Lemma in the case
Q “ A˜n and carry out the procedure in this case.
To prove the 2-Calabi–Yau property from the strong free product property we establish
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the chain of implications:
Strong Free Product Property for Q :
σ1 : ΛqpQq ˚kQ0 kQ0rt, pq ` tq
´1s Ñ LQ is a linear isomorphism
Section6.1 ó Section 6.1
Weak Free Product Property for Q :
grpσ1q : grpΛqpQq ˚kQ0 kQ0rtsq Ñ grpLQq is an algebra isomorphism
Prop3.3 ó Prop 3.4
grpσ1q1 : Λ
qpQq bkQ0 kQ0rts bkQ0 Λ
qpQq Ñ JQ{J
2
Q is an isomorphism of Λ
qpQq-bimodules
Prop3.3&Prop3.3.3. ó Prop 3.1 & Prop 3.4
P‚ is a length two projective Λ
qpQq-bimodule resolution of ΛqpQq
Prop3.3.3 ó Thm 3.5
ΛqpQq is 2-Calabi–Yau
Here the isomorphism σ1 is determined by a choice of kQ0-bimodule section Λ
qpQq Ñ LQ
of the quotient map LQ ։ Λ
qpQq, but grpσ1q is independent of this choice. The element
t maps to the relation, and the filtrations used are the t-adic one on the source and the
JQ-adic filtration on LQ.
Remark 1.5. Note that for ordinary preprojective algebras, the free product property
was observed in [Sch16]. In fact, as these algebras are nonnegatively graded augmented
with positively graded augmentation ideal, the strong and weak free product properties are
equivalent (and independent of the choice of graded section σ), and equivalent to the con-
dition that the algebra has a projective bimodule resolution of length two, as was already
observed by Anick in [Ani82]. Such algebras were called noncommutative complete intersec-
tions in [EG07] due to their close relationship to the condition that representation varieties
be complete intersections.
However, in the ungraded case, we only have the implication above, that the free product
property implies the existence of a length-two projective bimodule resolution. Indeed, as
we see above, the latter property only depends on a piece of the associated graded algebra
with respect to the prq-adic filtration, and in the ungraded case this filtration need not even
be Hausdorff. In contrast, the strong free product property implies the Hausdorff condition
and gives information about the algebra itself.
Motivated by this, we believe that the strong free product property can be viewed as
an ungraded analogue of the noncommutative complete intersection property. Following
[EG07], it makes sense to ask if the strong free product property can be used to show that
representation varieties are (asymptotic) complete intersections under certain conditions.
In Section 4, we show that the strong free product property implies that the dg multi-
plicative preprojective algebra Λdg,q is formal. Therefore, by the results of this paper, both
Conjectures 1.1 and 1.3 would follow from the following more general statement (see Section
6 for precise details):
Conjecture 1.6. If Q is a connected, non-Dynkin quiver, then σ1 as above is a linear
isomorphism (pLQ, r, σ, kQ0rt, pt` qq
´1sq satisfies the strong free product property).
Let us outline an inductive strategy to prove the strong free product property. Let
Q “ Q1 YQ2 be a connected quiver containing Q1. Q2 is chosen so that Q11 XQ
2
1 “ H and
define B :“ Q10XQ
2
0. Assume we have the strong free product property for Q
1. Filter ΛqpQq
by the descending filtration given by powers of the ideal generated by those arrows in Q2
incident to B. We expect that this filtration is Hausdorff and that the associated graded
algebra with respect to this filtration is isomorphic to a free product ΛqpQ1q ˚kQ10 Λ
qpQ2, Bq.
Here ΛqpQ1zQ, Bq is the partial preprojective algebra with no relations at the vertices in
B Ă Q0. We prove the strong free product property for arbitrary partial multiplicative
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preprojective algebras. Put together we obtain linear isomorphisms
LQ – LQ1 ˚kQ10 LQ2
– ΛqpQ1q ˚kQ10 kQ
1
0rt, pq ` tq
´1s ˚kQ0 Λ
qpQ2, Bq ˚kQ20 kQ
2
0rt, pq ` tq
´1s
– grΛqpQq ˚kQ0 kQ0rt, pq ` tq
´1s,
and since the filtration is Hausdorff we can also pick a section, eliminating the gr.
In Section 6, we prove these statements when Q “ A˜n is a cycle. To do so, we build a
section ΛqpA˜nq ãÑ LA˜n and hence obtain a map
ϕ : ΛqpA˜nq ˚kpA˜nq0 kpA˜nq0rt, pq ` tq
´1s Ñ LA˜n .
We show that ϕ is an isomorphism with a carefully chosen basis for LA˜n , whose linear
independence and spanning are proven with the Diamond Lemma. Putting this together
with the strong free product property for partial multiplicative preprojective algebras, we
obtain all of the statements for connected quivers Q1 containing Q “ A˜n. This is the
technical heart of the paper.
An outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we give elementary background infor-
mation on multiplicative preprojective algebras and produce an alternative generating set
crucial for our approach to the 2-Calabi–Yau property. In Section 3, we prove the 2-Calabi–
Yau property for ΛqpQq assuming the strong free product property. In Section 4, using the
strong free product property, we show that the multiplicative Ginzburg dg-algebra has ho-
mology ΛqpQq, concentrated in degree zero. In Section 5, we compute that ZpΛqpQqq “ k for
Q connected and properly containing a cycle. This shows that the Calabi–Yau structure in
these cases are unique, up to scaling. Finally, in Section 6, we precisely define the weak and
strong free product properties, and prove them first for multiplicative preprojective algebras
of cycles, then for partial multiplicative preprojective algebras. Putting the two together,
we deduce these properties for connected quivers containing cycles.
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2 The multiplicative preprojective algebra
2.1 Definitions
Throughout the paper we fix an arbitrary field k. For each quiver (i.e. directed graph) Q,
let Q0 be the vertex set, Q1 be the arrow set, and h, t : Q1 Ñ Q0 the head and tail maps,
respectively. We will assume that Q0 and Q1 are finite for convenience, but really only
need finitely many arrows incident to each vertex. Qop denotes the quiver with the same
underlying graph of vertices and arrows, but with every arrow in the opposite direction. Q
denotes the quiver with the same vertex set as Q and Qop and with arrow set Q1 \ Q
op
1 .
For each arrow a P Q1, we write a
˚ for the corresponding arrow in Qop1 , and vice versa. In
Q we distinguish between arrows in Q and Qop using a function ǫ : Q1 Ñ t˘1u defined by
ǫpaq “ 1 if a P Q1 and ǫpaq “ ´1 if a P Q
op
1 .
Next define ga :“ 1` aa
˚, viewed as elements in the algebra of paths, kQ, and consider
the localization L :“ kQrg´1a saPQ1 . Notice, for all a P Q1:
gaa “ a` aa
˚a “ aga˚ . (2.1)
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This implies:
ga˚a
˚ “ a˚ga g
´1
a a “ ag
´1
a˚
g´1
a˚
a˚ “ a˚g´1a .
Fixing a total ordering ď on the set of arrows Q1, one can make sense of a product over
(subsets of) the arrow set. Using ď and ǫ we define:
ρ :“
ź
aPQ
gǫpaqa la :“
ź
bPQ,băa
g
ǫpbq
b ra :“
ź
bPQ,bąa
g
ǫpbq
b .
When we need to make the role of the total ordering ď more explicit, we write ρď, la,ď, and
ra,ď for ρ, la, and ra respectively. By definition, la and ra are truncations of ρ to the right
and left of a, respectively. Therefore,
ρ “ lag
ǫpaq
a ra (2.2)
for all a P Q1.
Definition 2.1. Let k be a field, Q a quiver, and q P pkˆqQ0 . Fixing an ordering ď on
the arrows of Q and ǫ as defined above, the multiplicative preprojective algebra, ΛqpQq, is
defined to be
ΛqpQq :“ L{J
where L “ kQrg´1a saPQ1 is the localization and J is the two-sided ideal generated by the
element ρ´ q.
Note that q is viewed as an element of kQ via
ř
iPQ0
qiei P kQ0 Ă kQ, and as ρ is
invertible we need qi ‰ 0 so eiΛ
qpQq ‰ 0, for all i.
Remark 2.2. The isomorphism class of ΛqpQq is independent of both the orientation of
the quiver and the choice of an ordering on the arrows, by Section 2 in [CBS06].
In the multiplicative preprojective algebra, (2.2) becomes the identity:
lag
ǫpaq
a ra “ q.
Hence:
rala “ qg
´ǫpaq
a . (2.3)
2.2 The map θ
In [CBS06], the important map θ : Q1 Ñ Λ
qpQq is defined by θpaq “ q´1laara˚ and extended
to kQ by the identity on Q0 and by requiring θ to be an algebra map. Then Lemma 3.3 in
[CBS06] shows that
θpgaq “ lagal
´1
a (2.4)
“ r´1a gara (2.5)
is invertible, and hence θ factors through the localization L :“ kQrg´1a saPQ1 . We will show θ
descends to the quotient ΛqpQq, with the ordering of the arrows reversed, using the following
result.
Lemma 2.3. Let ď denote a total order on Q1 and let ě denote its opposite ordering, i.e.
a ě b if b ď a. Such an order fixes a bijection Q1 – ta1, a2, . . . , a|Q1|u. Then
θpraj ,ěq “ laj ,ď “: laj and θplaj ,ěq “ raj ,ď “: raj
for any aj P Q1.
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Proof. We prove θpraj ,ěq “ laj by induction on j, where j “ 1 is the identity θp1q “ 1.
Then,
θpraj`1,ěq “ θpg
ǫpajq
aj
qθpraj ,ěq
(IH)
“ θpgǫpajqaj qlaj
p2.4q
“ lajg
ǫpajq
aj
l´1aj laj
“ lajg
ǫpajq
aj
“ laj`1 .
The second identity is similar and one can formally obtain a proof from the above by
exchanging the symbols r and l, the identity 2.4 for 2.5, and the order of the multiplication.
Corollary 2.4. θpρěq “ ρ.
This corollary implies θ descends to a map ΛqpQ,ěq Ñ ΛqpQ,ďq. Notice that we can
similarly define θě : Λ
qpQ,ďq Ñ ΛqpQ,ěq.
Proposition 2.5. θě ˝ θ “ IdΛqpQ,ďq.
Proof. It suffices to check θě ˝ θ is the identity on arrows in Q1 and indeed:
θěpθpaqq “ θpq
´1laara˚q
“ q´1θěplaqθěpaqθěpra˚q
p2.3q “ q´1raθěpaqla˚
“ q´1rapq
´1laara˚qla˚
p2.3q “ g´ǫpaqa ag
´ǫpa˚q
a˚
p2.1q “ ag
´ǫpaq
a˚
g
´ǫpa˚q
a˚
“ a
3 The 2-Calabi–Yau property
The goal of this section is to prove that ΛqpQq is 2-Calabi–Yau forQ containing an unoriented
cycle. We do so by exhibiting a length two, projective, ΛqpQq-bimodule resolution P‚ of
ΛqpQq, whose bimodule dual complex P_‚ is quasi-isomorphic to Λ
qpQq. This resolution is
due to Crawley-Boevey and Shaw, but they don’t state nor prove that it is exact. The main
new ingredient we provide is the injectivity of α which relies on the free product property.
We have kept most of the notation for ease of toggling between them. This includes the
decision to fix q and Q, connected and non-Dynkin, and write Λ :“ ΛqpQq.
3.1 A bimodule resolution of Λ
Crawley-Boevey and Shaw build a chain complex of Λ-bimodules P‚ “ P2
α
Ñ P1
β
Ñ P0
where,
P2 “ P0 :“ ΛbkQ0 kQ0 bkQ0 Λ “ xηvyvPQ0 P1 :“ ΛbkQ0 kQ1 bkQ0 Λ “ xηayaPQ1
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and
αpηvq :“
ÿ
aPQ1:tpaq“v
la∆ara where ∆a “
#
ηaa
˚ ` aηa˚ if a P Q1
´g´1a pηaa
˚ ` aηa˚qg
´1
a if a P Q
op
1 .
βpηaq :“ aηtpaq ´ ηhpaqa.
We claim that it is a resolution of Λ. To see this, following [CBS06], we first write down
an explicit chain map of Λ-bimodule complexes ψ : P‚ Ñ Q‚, where Q‚ is quasi-isomorphic
to Λ; we then prove it is an isomorphism. Q‚ is the cotangent exact sequence in Corollary
2.11 in [CQ95], but in this context it was defined earlier (and shown quasi-isomorphic to Λ)
by Schofield in [Sch85]. So we have the maps:
P‚
ψ
ÝÑ
CBS
Q‚
q.i.
ÝÑ
Schofield
Λ.
Proposition 3.1 (Lemma 3.1 in [CBS06]). The following diagram commutes:
P0
α //
ψ2

P1
β //
ψ1–

P0
γ //
ψ0–

Λ
id“

J{J2
κ // ΛbL ΩkQ0 pΛq bL Λ
λ // ΛbkQ0 Λ
µ // Λ
where the vertical maps are Λ-bimodule maps defined on generators by,
ψ2pηvq :“ ρev ´ qev ψ1pηaq :“ 1bL rabkQ0 1´ 1bkQ0 as bL 1 ψ0pηvq “ ev b ev
and the horizontal maps are defined by,
κpx` J2q “ 1bL δpxq b 1 for x P J where δpxq “ xb 1´ 1b x
λp1 bL rabbkQ0 c´ abkQ0 bcs bL 1q “ abbkQ0 c´ abkQ0 bc for a, b, c P L
and µ is the multiplication map in Λ.
Since ψ0 and ψ1 are Λ-bimodule isomorphisms, it remains to show ψ2 is a Λ-bimodule
isomorphism. We show this using the strong free product property.
Theorem 3.2. (Weak free product property)
Let Q be a connected quiver containing an unoriented cycle. Then, there exists an isomor-
phism of graded algebras:ÿ
i
ϕi : grpΛ
qpQq ˚kQ0 kQ0rtsq Ñ grpLQq
where the associated graded algebras are taken with respect to the t-adic and JQ-adic filtra-
tions on ΛqpQq ˚kQ0 kQ0rts and LQ respectively.
Remark 3.3. In Section 6 we prove a stronger theorem, giving a linear isomorphism on the
filtered algebras, which descends to this statement on the level of associated graded algebras.
Proposition 3.4. Suppose Λ satisfies the weak free product property. Then P‚ is a bimodule
resolution of Λ.
Proof. Taking the i “ 1 piece of the graded isomorphism
grpϕq “
ÿ
i
ϕi : grpΛ ˚kQ0 kQ0rt, pt` qq
´1sq ÝÑ grpLQq
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gives an isomorphism of Λ-bimodules,
ϕ1 : ΛbkQ0 kQ0 ¨ tbkQ0 ΛÑ JQ{J
2
Q.
Since ϕ1 sends t ÞÑ r, it sends tev ÞÑ rev “ pρ ´ qqev and hence ϕ1 “ ψ2. We conclude
that ψ2 is an isomorphism of Λ-bimodules and hence ψ‚ : P‚ Ñ Q‚ is an isomorphism of
Λ-bimodule complexes. In particular, P‚ is a resolution since Q‚ is a resolution.
Therefore, Λ has Hochschild dimension at most 2 and hence global dimension at most 2.
3.2 The dual complex
Recall that a d-Calabi–Yau structure is an A-bimodule isomorphism
η : AÑ ExtdAbAoppA,A bA
opq “: HHdpA,AbA
opq.
For dg-algebras, one further equips this structure with a class in negative cyclic homology
that lifts the Hochschild homology class of the isomorphism. But, as shown in Proposition
5.7 and explained in Definition 5.9 of [VdBdTdV12], for ordinary algebras this requirement
is automatic.
We have established P‚ as a Λ-bimodule resolution of Λ. To show Λ is 2-Calabi–Yau, it
suffices to show that its dual complex
RHomΛ´bimodpΛ,Λb Λ
opq :“ HomΛ´bimodpP‚,Λb Λ
opq “: P_‚
is quasi-isomorphic to Λr´2s.
Define η_v P HomΛ´bimodpP0,Λb Λq and η
_
a P HomΛ´bimodpP1,Λb Λq by,
η_v pηwq :“
#
ev b ev if v “ w
0 otherwise
η_a pηbq :“
#
etpaq b ehpaq if b “ a
˚
0 otherwise .
These are generators of P_0 and P
_
1 respectively and give isomorphisms,
P_0 – ΛbkQ0 kQ0 bkQ0 Λ “ xη
_
v y, P
_
1 – ΛbkQ0 kQ1 bkQ0 Λ “ xη
_
a y.
Rather than directly study the dual complex P_‚ , we modify the formulas for α
_ and β_
using the map θ, in a way that doesn’t effect the homology of the complex. Namely, after
choosing generators tξvu for P
_
0 and tξau for P
_
1 , defined below, one can expand:
α_pξaq “
ÿ
vPQ0
a1vξva
2
v β
_pξvq “
ÿ
aPQ1
b1aξab
2
a,
for some a1v, a
2
v, b
1
a, b
2
a P Λ and then define
α_θ pξaq :“
ÿ
vPQ0
θpa1vqξvθpa
2
vq β
_
θ pξvq :“
ÿ
aPQ1
θpb1aqξaθpb
2
aq.
It suffices to show that
pP_‚ qθ :“ P
_
0
´β_θ // P_1
α_θ // P_0
is quasi-isomorphic to Λr´2s.
We prove this by establishing an isomorphism of Λ-bimodule complexes ϕ‚ : P‚r2s Ñ pP
_
‚ qθ
following Crawley-Boevey and Shaw, so
pP_‚ qθ
ϕ´1
‚ // P‚r2s
ψ‚r2s // Q‚r2s
quasi-iso // Λr2s.
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Theorem 3.5. The following diagram commutes:
P_0
´β_θ //
(II)
P_1
α_θ //
(I)
P_0
γ˝ϕ´10 // Λ
P0
α //
ϕ0 –
OO
P1
β //
ϕ1 –
OO
P0
γ //
ϕ0 –
OO
Λ
id “
OO
where the vertical maps are Λ-bimodule isomorphisms defined on generators by,
ϕ0pηvq :“ ξv :“ qη
_
v ϕ1pηaq :“ ξa˚ :“
#
laη
_
a˚
l´1
a˚
if a P Qop1
´r´1
a˚
η_a˚ra if a P Q1.
Note that ϕ1 is an invertible map since ra and la are invertible elements of Λ for all
a P Q1. The commuting of the above diagram becomes clear once we compute the maps α
_
and β_ explicitly, the content of the next two lemmas.
Lemma 3.6 (Lemma 3.2 in [CBS06]).
α_pη_a q “
#
a˚raη
_
hpaqla ´ g
´1
a˚
ra˚η
_
tpaqla˚g
´1
a˚
a˚ if a P Q1
ra˚η
_
tpaqla˚a
˚ ´ a˚g´1a raη
_
hpaqlag
´1
a if a P Q
op
1
α_pξaq “ θpa
˚qξtpa˚q ´ ξhpa˚qθpa
˚q
α_θ pξa˚q “ aξtpaq ´ ξhpaqa
β “ ϕ´10 ˝ α
_
θ ˝ ϕ1
So square (I) in Theorem 3.5 commutes.
Proof. The first two equalities are shown directly in [CBS06] and the last two are clear from
the definitions together with Proposition 2.5.
Theorem 3.5. By Lemma 3.6, it suffices to show that (II) commutes. While one can similarly
compute β_ directly, such a calculation is unnecessary as the commuting of (II) follows from that
of (I).
Indeed, dualizing and applying p´qθ to the maps in (I), produce a still commuting diagram:
P1
pϕ1q
_
θ

(I)_θ
P0
pα_θ q
_
θoo
pϕ0q
_
θ

=
P1
´ϕ1

(I)_θ
P0
αoo
ϕ0

P_1 P
_
0
β_θ
oo P_1 P
_
0
β_θ
oo
which indeed shows ϕ1 ˝ α “ ´β
_
θ ˝ ϕ0, i.e. (II) commutes.
The equality of maps pα_θ q
_
θ “ α follows from Proposition 2.5, and pϕ0q
_
θ “ ϕ
_
0 “ ϕ0 follows
from the definitions. For pϕ1q
_
θ “ ´ϕ1, observe that it suffices to show pϕ1qθ “ pϕ1q
_ and indeed,
pϕ1qθpηa˚q “ pξaqθ “
#
θpla˚qη
_
a θpl
´1
a q if ǫpaq “ 1
´θpr´1
a˚
qη_a θpraq if ǫpaq “ 1
“
#
ra˚η
_
a r
´1
a if ǫpaq “ 1
´l´1
a˚
η_a la if ǫpaq “ ´1
“ ´pϕ1q
_pηa˚q.
Corollary 3.7. If P‚ Ñ Λ is exact then pP
_
‚ qθ Ñ Λr´2s is exact and hence P
_
‚ Ñ Λr´2s
is exact.
Corollary 3.8. If Q is connected and contains an unoriented cycle then ΛqpQq is 2-Calabi–
Yau.
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4 Formality of the multiplicative Ginzburg dg-algebras
In Conjecture 1.3, we claim that a multiplicative version of this result should hold. In this
section we show that if Q satisfies the strong free product property, then the multiplicative
Ginzburg dg-algebra is formal. In particular this proves Conjecture 1.3 in the case Q is con-
nected and contains a cycle. Moreover, it reduces the conjecture to the remaining extended
Dynkin cases and Conjecture 1.6.
If one views the dg multiplicative preprojective algebra as the central object of study,
as in [EL17c] and [EL17b], then we are showing one can formally replace it by the non-dg
version.
We begin with a standard lemma.
Lemma 4.1. Let k be a commutative ring. Let A be the dg-algebra defined as a graded
algebra to be krrs ˚ krss with |r| “ 0 and |s| “ ´1, product given by concatenation of words,
and differential extended as a derivation from the generators dpsq “ r and dprq “ 0. Then
A is quasi-isomorphic (in fact chain homotopy equivalent) to its cohomology H˚pAq “ k
concentrated in degree zero.
Proof. Let h : A Ñ Ar´1s be the homotopy with the property hprfq “ sf and hpsfq “ 0
for all f P A, and hpkq “ 0. Then h ˝ d ` d ˝ h ´ 1A is the projection with kernel k to the
augmentation ideal of A. Therefore, it defines a contracting homotopy from A to k.
In other words, the lemma is merely observing that A, as the tensor algebra on an acyclic
complex kr ‘ ks, is itself quasi-isomorphic to k.
Corollary 4.2. The dg-algebra A given by
ΛqpQq ˚kQ0 kQ0rr, pr ` qq
´1s ˚kQ0 kQ0rss with |r| “ 0 and |s| “ 1
and with differential determined by dpsq “ r is quasi-isomorphic to ΛqpQq concentrated in
degree zero.
Proof. Define a homotopy by, for f, g P ΛqpQq:
hpfrgq “ fsg, hpfsgq “ 0, hpfpr ` qq´1gq “ q´1hpfgq ´ q´1fspr ` qq´1g
where the definition of hpfpr`qq´1gq is chosen to match the formula for hpfrgq in the r-adic
completion. There is an augmentation A։ ΛqpQq with kernel pr, s, r1 :“ pr ` qq´1 ´ q´1q.
Notice that h ˝ d` d ˝ h is a homotopy from the identity on A to the augmentation ΛqpQq,
as it annihilates ΛqpQq and is the identity on s, r, and r1.
Definition 4.3. The Ginzburg dg-algebra Λdg,qpQq is defined to be
Λdg,qpQq :“ pLQ ˚kQ0 kQ0rss, dpsq “ ρ´ qq .
Proposition 4.4. If ΛqpQq satisfies the strong free product property then
H˚pΛ
dg,qpQqq – H0pΛ
dg,qpQq – ΛqpQq
so in particular Λdg,qpQq is formal.
Proof. The strong free product property yields an isomorphism of complexes,
LQ – Λ
qpQq ˚kQ0 krr, pr ` qq
´1s.
Hence, as complexes
Λdg,qpQq – LQ ˚kQ0 kQ0rss – Λ
qpQq ˚kQ0 krr, pr ` qq
´1s ˚kQ0 kQ0rss,
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which by Corollary 4.2 is quasi-isomorphic to ΛqpQq, concentrated in degree zero. It follows
that,
Λdg,qpQq – H˚pΛ
dg,qpQqq – H0pΛ
dg,qpQq – ΛqpQq
as dg-algebras.
Remark 4.5. In the presence of Conjecture 1.1, formality of Λdg,qpQq implies Λdg,qpQq is
2-Calabi–Yau. Hence by Theorem 1.2, we have shown that Λdg,qpQq is 2-Calabi–Yau, when
Q is connected and contains a cycle. One may be able to adapt the techniques in Section
3 to prove that Λdq,qpQq is 2-Calabi–Yau, in general. In more detail, the role of the ΛqpQq-
bimodule resolution, P‚, should now be played by the Λ
dg-dg-bimodule given by the total
complex of:
Λdg bkQ0 k ¨ sbkQ0 Λ
dg α
dg
//
β
dg
1
11Λ
dg bkQ0 kQ1 bkQ0 Λ
dg
β
dg
0 // Λdg bkQ0 Λ
dg,
where β1pab sb bq “ asb b´ ab sb and β0pab xb bq “ axb b´ ab xb.
5 The center is trivial in the non-Dynkin, non-extended
Dynkin case
5.1 The center of free products
First we present some general theory of the center of free products. Let B “ kI for some
set I and let R and S be two (unital) k-algebras which contain B as a nonunital subalgebra
(we do not assume that 1 P B Ď S is the unit in S and similarly for R). We consider the
free product A :“ R ˚B S.
Under mild conditions, such a free product has trivial center. We call an element s P S
a weak nonzerodivisor if for all s1 P S, we have sSs1 ‰ 0 and s1Ss ‰ 0. Note that a ring is
prime if and only if every nonzero element is a weak nonzerodivisor.
Proposition 5.1. Suppose that R ‰ B is prime and R fl Mat2pkq, and also R is not a
field extension of k of degree two. Suppose that S ‰ B has the property that 1B is a weak
nonzerodivisor in S. Then A is a prime ring with trivial center.
The proof of the proposition involves more general, but somewhat technical, considera-
tions. Let sR, sS be vector space complements to B in R and S. We have a decomposition
A “ B ‘AR ‘AS ‘ARS ‘ASR, where (5.1)
ARS :“
ÿ
mě1
p sRsSqm, ASR :“ ÿ
mě1
psS sRqm, AR :“ sR ‘ sR ¨ASR, AS :“ sS ‘ sS ¨ARS . (5.2)
Lemma 5.2. Let z P ZpAq be central.
(i) Assume that, for some i P I, at least one of ei sS, sSei is nonzero. Then the part zR of
z in AR satisfies eizR “ zRei “ 0.
(ii) Assume that zR “ 0 and furthermore that, for some i P I, ei sR has dimension greater
than one. Then the part zRS of z in ASR satisfies zRSei “ 0 “ eizRS.
(iii) Again assume that zR “ 0. Assume that for some i P I, sRei has dimension greater
than one. Then the part zSR of z in ASR satisfies eizSR “ 0 “ zSRei.
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Proof. (i) Note first that eiz “ zei, which implies that eizR “ zRei. Suppose that this is
nonzero. Suppose that eis
1 ‰ 0 for some s1 P sS. Then zReis1 P ARS is nonzero. This is also
the component of zeis
1 in ARS . On the other hand, eis
1z has no component in ARS . This
contradicts centrality of z. The same argument works if s1ei ‰ 0. So eizR “ 0.
(ii) Assume that ei sR has dimension greater than one. Note that ARS “ sRAS and
ASR “ AS sR. Take a basis fj of AS , such that each basis element is in some summand
ei1ASei2 . Write zRS “
ř
j rjfj and zSR “
ř
j fjr
1
j , for rj , r
1
j P
sR. Suppose that for some ℓ
we have rℓfℓei ‰ 0. Let r
2
ℓ P ei
sR not be a scalar multiple of r1ℓ. Then the part of zr2ℓ in AR
is of the form c`
ř
j rjfjr
2
ℓ , for some c P R. On the other hand, the part of r
2
ℓ z in AR is of
the form c1 `
ř
j r
2
ℓ fjr
1
j , for some c
1 P R. This does not have the same term in sRfℓ sR. Thus
zRSei “ 0.
(iii) The same proof as in (ii) works here.
Corollary 5.3. Assume:
(a) For every i P I, one of ei sR or sRei is nonzero;
(b) Conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) of Lemma 5.2 hold for some vertices i, i1, i2 P I, not
necessarily equal, such that ei, ei1 , and ei2 are weak nonzerodivisors in R.
Then 1BZpAq “ 1Bk.
Proof. Under assumption (a), we have that eizS “ 0 “ zSei for all i P I. Summing, we get
1BzS “ 0 “ zS1B.
Assume condition (b). Under condition (i) for i P I, we get eizR “ 0. Up to subtracting
a scalar from z, we can assume that eizB “ 0 as well. Now suppose that ejzR ‰ 0 for some
j P I. Since ei is a weak nonzerodivisor, we have ejzRfei ‰ 0 for some f . By centrality of
z, we have eizR ‰ 0 as well. Thus ejzR “ 0. Summing over j we get 1BzR “ 0. By the
same proof, under the subsequent assumptions, we get 1BzSR “ 0 and 1BzRS “ 0.
Proof of Proposition 5.1. Without loss of generality, we may assume that 1B “ 1R. Oth-
erwise, we can simply enlarge I, adding in a new element i0 such that ei0 :“ 1 ´ 1B, and
replace S by S ‘ kei0 .
We first verify conditions (a) and (b) of Corollary 5.3.
Let us begin with (b). Since R is prime, every ei is a weak nonzerodivisor in R. So we
only have to verify (i)–(iii) of Lemma 5.2. For (i), we claim that, for some i P I, ei sS ‰ 0. If
not, 1B sS “ 0. Since S ‰ B and 1B is a weak nonzerodivisor in S, we can find some s P sS
and some s1 P S with 1Bs
1s ‰ 0. This implies that s1 P B, but that implies that 1Bs ‰ 0, a
contradiction.
For the remaining parts, first assume that |I| ě 2. Then by the prime property for R,
we have for i ‰ j that eiRej “ ei sRej ‰ 0. This takes care of condition (a). Condition (b)
also follows unless |I| “ 2 and each eiRej is one-dimensional. As R is prime this can only
happen if R – Mat2pkq, which we assumed was not the case.
Next assume that |I| “ 1. Then R ‰ B implies that ei sR “ sR “ sRei is nonzero for i P I,
taking care of condition (a). Condition (b) follows unless R is two-dimensional. But since
R is prime, this implies R is a field extension of k of degree two, which we assumed was not
the case.
Therefore, Corollary 5.3 applies and 1BZpAq “ 1Bk “ ZpAq1B. Now let z P ZpAq. Up
to subtracting a multiple of 1, we can assume that 1Bz “ 0. We claim that z “ 0. Since 1B
is a weak nonzerodivisor in both R and S, we can either find r P R with 0 ‰ 1Brz “ 1Bzr
or s P S with 0 ‰ 1Bsz “ 1Bzs, both contradictions. This proves that ZpAq “ k.
That fact that A is prime follows from the definition of the free product together with
the fact that 1B is a weak nonzerodivisor in both R and S.
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Remark 5.4. The assumption that R not be a degree two field extension is necessary as
xy ` yx P ZpRrxs{px2 ` 1q ˚R Rrys{py
2 ` 1qq. The assumption that R fl Mat2pkq is also
necessary as rs`sr P ZpMat2pRq˚R2Sq where S ĂMat2pRq is the algebra of upper-triangular
matrices, with s P sS “ e1Se2 strictly upper-triangular and r P e2Mat2pRqe1.
5.2 The center of the multiplicative preprojective algebras
Using the decomposition for ΛqpQq produced in the final section, the above results imply
the following:
Corollary 5.5. If Q is connected and contains an unoriented cycle, then ΛqpQq is prime.
If the containment is proper, then ZpΛqpQqq “ k.
Remark 5.6. Conjecture 1.1 predicts ZpΛqpQq “ k for Q non-Dynkin and non-extended
Dynkin, while Conjecture 1.4 predicts ZpΛ1pQqq – evΛ
1pQqev for Q extended Dynkin and
q “ 1 (proved in the case Q “ A˜n). In the Dynkin case, for q “ 1 and characteristic zero, one
can compute the center using the isomorphism Λ1pQq – Π0pQq first established in [CB13].
Proof. Suppose A˜n Ĺ Q. By Corollary 6.11, one has a decomposition,
grΛqpQq – ΛqnpA˜nq ˚kJ Λ
qpQzA˜n,Wq.
using the descending filtration by powers of the ideal generated by those arrows in QzA˜n
which are incident to W . Therefore grpZpΛqpQqqq Ď ZpΛqnpA˜nq ˚kW Λ
qpQzA˜n,Wqq.
By Proposition 6.8, ΛqpA˜nq is prime. We now check the remaining hypotheses of Propo-
sition 5.1: ΛqpA˜nq is not equal to kW , Mat2pkq, nor is it a field extension of k. Moreover,
ΛqpQzA˜n,Wq ‰ kJ has 1kW a weak nonzerodivisor since every vertex in QzA˜n is connected
to some vertex in W (as Q is connected). Thus the hypotheses of Proposition 5.1 are sat-
isfied, and grΛqpQq is prime and has trivial center. Since the filtration is Hausdorff (again
by Corollary 6.11), we conclude also that ZpΛqpQqq “ k.
Corollary 5.7. If Q is connected and properly contains a non-oriented cycle, then ΛqpQq
has a unique, up to scaling, Calabi–Yau structure.
Proof. Any two Calabi–Yau structures differ by an invertible map HomΛ´bimodpΛ,Λq, which
is determined by the image of the unit, a central invertible element. So the set of Calabi–Yau
structures, when non-empty, forms a ZpΛqˆ-torsor, which in this case is kˆ. So any two
Calabi–Yau structures differ by an invertible scalar.
6 The strong free product property
The goal of this section is to prove the strong free product property for connected quivers
containing a cycle. We first establish the strong free product property for the quivers A˜n
for n ě 0 using the Diamond Lemma to build a section of the quotient map π : L Ñ
ΛqpA˜nq. Then we establish the more general result using the corresponding result for partial
multiplicative preprojective algebras.
6.1 Definitions
Generally, if A is an algebra over a semisimple ring S and J “ prq an ideal generated by a
single relation r, we can form a canonical algebra map,
Φ : A{J ˚S Srts Ñ grJ A, Φ|A{J “ Id,Φptq “ r, (6.1)
where grJ means the associated graded algebra with respect to the J-adic filtration.
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Definition 6.1. The pair pA, rq satisfies the weak free product property if Φ is an isomor-
phism.
Next, given an S-bimodule section σ : A{J Ñ A of the quotient map that is the identity
on S, we can form an associated linear map,rσ : A{J ˚S Srts Ñ A, pa0tm1a1tm2 ¨ ¨ ¨ tmnanq ÞÑ σpa0qrm1σpa1qrm2 ¨ ¨ ¨ rmnσpanq, (6.2)
for mi ą 0, for all i.
By construction, this is Srts-bilinear, where t acts on A by multiplication by r. It also
reduces to the identity modulo ptq on the source and J on the target. If pA, rq satisfies the
weak free product property, then moreover the completionprσ : {A{J ˚S Srts Ñ pA, (6.3)
with respect to the t-adic and J-adic filtrations, is an isomorphism.
In nice cases we can identify a subalgebra on the left-hand side mapping isomorphically
to A (which is a subalgebra of pA under the Hausdorff condition Şmě0 Jm “ t0u). In such
a case we say that pA, r, σq satisfies the strong free product property.
Remark 6.2. The choice of σ is important. Let A “ kxx, yy and J “ pyq so A{J – krxs.
Consider two different choices
σ1, σ2 : krxs Ñ kxx, yy σ1px ` pyqq “ x, σ2px` pyqq “ x´ yx.
Then σ11 is a linear isomorphism while σ
1
2 is not surjective as
x “ σ2px` pyqqp1 ´ yq
´1 “ σ2px` pyqq
ÿ
iě0
yi R σ12pkrxs ˚k krtsq.
Remark 6.3. The strong free product property has already appeared, albeit in the graded
context working over a field, in [Ani82]: Anick defines a notion of weak summand B Ă A,
meaning there exists a linear isomorphism A – B ˚ A{pBq, where B :“ ‘ią0Bi is the
augmentation ideal. In the graded setting he observes that the strong free product property
does not depend on the choice of σ and it is easy to see it is implied by the weak free product
property.
Next, let B be a localization of Srts obtained by inverting finitely many elements of
Sˆ ` ptq, such that Srts Ñ A extends (uniquely) to an algebra map τ : B Ñ A. Let
B :“ tB, so that we have an S-bimodule decomposition B “ S ‘ B. Then rσ extends to a
map σ1 : A{J ˚S B Ñ A, which has the form
a0b1a1 ¨ ¨ ¨ bnan ÞÑ σpa0qτpb1q ¨ ¨ ¨ τpbnqσpanq, ai P A{J, bi P B. (6.4)
Definition 6.4. The data pA, r, σ,Bq satisfies the strong free product property if σ1 is a
linear isomorphism.
In this case, it follows by taking associated graded algebras that pA, rq satisfies the weak
free product property. Moreover, A is Hausdorff in the J-adic filtration (because the source
of σ1 is Hausdorff in the t-adic filtration), and σ1 is indeed a restriction of prσ.
Remark 6.5. The definition of σ1 in (6.4) depends on the choice B “ tB of complement. In
fact the property of being an isomorphim, i.e. the strong free product property, depends on
this choice. To see this return to the example of pA “ kxx, yy, r “ y, σ2px ` pyqq “ x ´ yxq
in Remark 6.2. Let B “ krt, p1 ´ tq´1s with B1 :“ tB and B2 :“ p1 ´ tq
´1B. Then σ12
as defined using B1 is not surjective, as x R σ
1
2pkrxs ˚ krt, p1 ´ tq
´1sq, as before. But σ12 as
defined using B2 is an isomorphism. See Remark 6.7 below for another example.
Now back to the setup of Q a connected, non-Dynkin quiver and q “ pkˆqQ0 . Let
B :“ kQ0rt, pq ` tq
´1s and B :“ tB “ Spanptm, pt1qm | m ě 1u, for t1 :“ pq ` tq´1 ´ q´1.
We conjecture that, for every connected, non-Dynkin quiver Q, for some choice of σ, the
quadruple pLQ, r, σ, Bq satisfies the free product property. The rest of the paper will prove
this conjecture in the case where Q contains a cycle.
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6.2 The case of cycles
Consider the quiver A˜n´1: with vertex set pA˜n´1q0 :“ t0, 1, . . . n ´ 1u and arrow set
pA˜n´1q1 “ ta0, a
˚
0 , a1, a
˚
1 , . . . , an´1, a
˚
n´1u with spaiq “ i and tpaiq “ i ` 1 (mod nq. The
multiplicative preprojective algebra for this quiver is defined, with respect to the ordering
given by ai ă ai`1 ă a
˚
j ă a
˚
j`1 for all i, j P t0, 1, . . . , n´ 2u, to be
ΛqpA˜n´1q :“
kA˜n´1rp1` aia
˚
i q
´1, p1` a˚i aiq
´1si“0,...,n´1Aśn
i“0p1` aia
˚
i q
śn´1
i“0 p1 ` a
˚
i aiq
´1 ´
řn
i“1 qiei
E “: L
J
Writing a :“
ř
i ai, a
˚ :“
ř
i a
˚
i , and q “
ř
i qiei since
1` aa˚ “ 1`
ÿ
i
aia
˚
i “
n´1ź
i“0
p1` aia
˚
i q 1` a
˚a “ 1`
ÿ
i
a˚i ai “
n´1ź
i“0
p1` a˚i aiq
we have,
ΛqpA˜n´1q :“
kA˜n´1rp1` aa
˚q´1, p1` a˚aq´1s
xp1` aa˚qp1 ` a˚aq´1 ´ qy
.
We write r :“ p1`aa˚qp1`a˚aq´1´q for this relation, S for the degree zero piece kpA˜n´1q0
of ΛqpA˜n´1q. As before let B :“ kQ0rt, pq ` tq
´1s and B “ tB, spanned over kQ0 by
tm, pt1qm,m ě 1, for t1 :“ pq ` tq´1 ´ q´1. Let r1 :“ pq ` rq´1 ´ q´1.
We prove the free product property by producing an explicit basis:
Proposition 6.6. L is a free left kQ0-module with basis consisting of 1 together with all
alternating products of elements of the following two sets, for x :“ p1` aa˚q:
B :“
 
xmaℓ, xmpa˚qℓ | m P Z, ℓ P N
(
, R :“ trm, pr1qm | m P Nu.
In particular, B forms a basis for ΛqpA˜n´1q “ L{prq, and pL, r, σ,Bq satisfies the strong
free product property, with σ induced from the inclusion of B into L.
Proof. Note that, for every vertex i, we have eia “ aej for a unique j, and similarly for
the elements a˚, x, y :“ p1 ` a˚aq´1, x´1, y´1, and by definition, eir “ rei. Therefore L is
spanned as a left S-module by words in a, a˚, x, y, x´1, y´1, and r, r1 (of course, this set is
redundant, but we will need it this way to obtain the desired basis). The relations are:
xx´1 “ 1 “ x´1x, yy´1 “ 1 “ y´1y, x “ 1` aa˚, y “ 1` a˚a, (6.5)
r “ xy´1 ´ q, r1 “ yx´1 ´ q´1. (6.6)
The first step is to show that we can get into a normal form in finitely many steps. After-
wards, we will show that this form is unique. We can form the following system of reductions
which implement these relations:
• Inverse Reductions: xx´1, x´1x, yy´1, y´1y ÞÑ 1.
• Short Cycle Reductions: aa˚ ÞÑ x´ 1, a˚a ÞÑ y ´ 1.
• Reordering Reductions: a˚x˘1 ÞÑ y˘1a˚, ay˘1 ÞÑ x˘1a.
• Substitution Reductions: y´1 ÞÑ x´1pr ` qq, y ÞÑ pr1 ` q´1qx (if not preceded by a);
ax ÞÑ apr ` qqy, ax´1 ÞÑ ay´1pr1 ` q´1q.
• Reductions in B: rr1, r1r ÞÑ ´qr1 ´ q´1r.
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Observe that we can apply a reduction to a monomial unless the monomial has the form
w1u1w2 ¨ ¨ ¨unwℓ`1 for some ℓ P Zě0 where ui P R and wi P B.
We can form an ordering on monomials such that these reductions always replace mono-
mials with a linear combination of smaller monomials. The ordering is as follows. For every
generator or word in generators z, let nzpwq denote the number of occurrences of z in w.
For every pair of generators (or words in generators) z, z1, let nz,z1pwq denote the number
of pairs of occurrences of z and z1 in w with z appearing to the left of z1. For subsets of
generators (or words in generators) Z,Z 1 let nZ :“
ř
zPZ nz and nZ,Z1 :“
ř
zPZ,z1PZ1 nz,z1 .
For a word w in the generators, define the function
Npwq :“ pnapwq, nta,a˚u,tx,x´1,y,y´1upwq, ntax,ax´1upwq, nty,y´1upwq, ntr,r1upwqq P N
5. (6.7)
Now we say that w1 ă w if Npw1q ă Npwq in the lexicographical ordering on N5. Observe
that, if w1 is obtained from w by applying a reduction, then Npw1q ă Npwq. This implies
that any sequence of reductions terminates in finitely many steps.
It remains to show that the procedure above produces a unique result. More precisely, we
wish to show that any nontrivial linear combination of monomials in normal form is nonzero.
First note that, because the generators y˘1 are nonreduced, they can be substituted out
everywhere (except in the substitution reductions for y˘1 themselves). As long as we check
that the defining relations are still satisfied, this will produce another valid reduction system.
The result is:
Inverse Reductions:
(1) xx´1
r1ÞÝÑ 1
(2) x´1x
r2ÞÝÑ 1
Short Cycle Reductions:
(3) aa˚
r3ÞÝÑ x´ 1
(4) a˚a
r4ÞÝÑ pr1 ` q´1qx´ 1
Reordering Reductions:
(5) a˚x
r5ÞÝÑ pr1 ` q´1qxa˚
(6) ax
r6ÞÝÑ qxa´ qar1x
(7) ax´1
r7ÞÝÑ
ax´ 1x´1apr1 ` q´1q
(8) a˚x´1
r8ÞÝÑ x´1pr`qqa˚
Substitution Reductions:
(9) y´1 ÞÑ x´1pr ` qq
(10) y ÞÑ pr1 ` q´1qx
Reductions in B:
(11) rr1 ÞÑ ´qr1 ´ q´1r
(12) r1r ÞÑ ´qr1 ´ q´1r
It is clear that this still implies all of the defining relations: for instance, p1 ` aa˚q still
reduces to x and the relations for r and r1 are implied by substitution.
The advantage of doing it this way is that the final reductions (substitution and B)
don’t overlap with any others, so the only overlaps between the nonreduced words above
are amongst the (1)–(8), involving the generators a, a˚, x, x´1 only. (As we stated, such a
procedure works in general, whenever some generators are nonreduced.)
To prove uniqueness, we apply the Diamond Lemma (see [Ber78]). The Diamond Lemma
says it suffices to check overlap ambiguities, i.e., where two non-reduced subwords overlap in
a larger word. In this case, it suffices to show that the 12 cubic terms formed by overlapping
the leading terms of the quadratic reductions uniquely resolve. These terms are:
(I) xx´1x
(II) x´1xx´1
(III) aa˚a
(IV) a˚aa˚
(V) a˚xx´1
(VI) axx´1
(VII) a˚x´1x
(VIII) ax´1x
(IX) aa˚x
(X) a˚ax
(XI) aa˚x´1
(XII) a˚ax´1.
The resolution of (I) and (II) are immediate (and are completely general, having to do
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with a basis for krx, x´1s). Here is a summary of the remaining resolutions of ambiguities:
(III) pr3 ´ r6 ˝ r4qpaa
˚aq “ 0 (VIII) pr8 ˝ r7 ´ r2qpax
´1xq “ 0
(IV) pr4 ´ r5 ˝ r3qpa
˚aa˚q “ 0 (IX) pr3 ´ r3 ˝ r6 ˝ r5qpaa
˚xq “ 0
(V) pr8 ˝ r5 ´ r1qpa
˚xx´1q “ 0 (X) pr4 ´ r4 ˝ r4 ˝ r5 ˝ r6qpa
˚axq “ 0
(VI) pr7 ˝ r6 ´ r1qpaxx
´1q “ 0 (XI) pr3 ´ r3 ˝ r7 ˝ r8qpaa
˚x´1q “ 0
(VII) pr5 ˝ r8 ´ r2qpa
˚x´1xq “ 0 (XII) pr4 ´ r4 ˝ r8 ˝ r7qpa
˚ax´1q “ 0.
We explicitly demonstrate (X), one of the more involved resolutions.
a˚ax “ pa˚aqx
r4ÞÝÑ rpr1 ` q´1qx´ 1sx “ pr1 ` q´1qx2 ´ x
and
a˚ax “ a˚paxq
r6ÞÝÑ a˚pqxa´ qar1xq
r4˝r5ÞÝÝÝÑ qpr1 ` q´1qxa˚a´ qppr1 ` q´1qx´ 1qr1x
r4ÞÝÑ qpr1 ` q´1qxppr1 ` q´1qx ´ 1q ´ qppr1 ` q´1qx ´ 1qr1x
“ qpr1 ` q´1qxpq´1x´ 1q ` qr1x “ pr1 ` q´1qx2 ´ x.
Remark 6.7. The choice of B was important here. If we instead had defined it so that
pq ` tq´1 P B, i.e., if we replace r1 “ pq ` rq´1 ´ q´1 P R by pq ` rq´1, then our desired
basis would no longer be linearly independent. Indeed, reducing aa˚a one way, we get
px´1qa “ xa´a, which is reduced, whereas the other way we get apy´1q “ apq`rq´1x´a,
also reduced. That is, xa “ apq ` rq´1x, an equality of two distinct reduced elements.
Proposition 6.8. ΛqpA˜nq is prime for all n ě 0 and all q P pk
ˆqn`1.
Proof. We need to show, for every pair f, g P ΛqpA˜nq, both nonzero, there exists some
h P ΛqpA˜nq such that fhg ‰ 0. It suffices to take f and g to be linear combinations of basis
elements that all begin at some vertex i and end at some vertex j. By right multiplication
by an´j or pa˚qj , one can take f and g to be linear combinations of basis elements ending at
vertex 0. By left multiplication by ai or pa˚qn´i and then applying Reordering reductions,
one can take f or g to be linear combinations of basis elements starting and ending at vertex
0. In fact by doing this we can assume that f is of the form e0f1px, x
´1qf2pa
n`1q, where
f1 ‰ 0 and f2 has nonzero constant term, and similarly for g. Then their product is of the
same form, and hence is nonzero.
6.3 Partial multiplicative preprojective algebras
Generally, for any quiver Q, let W Ď Q0 be a nonempty subset of white vertices, and
B :“ Q0zW the black vertices. Then the partial multiplicative preprojective algebras of
pQ,Wq is ΛqpQ,Wq :“ LQ{prBq, where rB “ 1Br1B, for 1B :“
ř
jPB ej. This algebra
interpolates between ΛqpQ,Q0q “ LQ and Λ
qpQ,Hq “ ΛqpQq.
Proposition 6.9. Let Q be a connected quiver and Q0 “ B\W a decomposition into black
and white vertices with W ‰ H. Then pL, rB, σ, Bq satisfies the strong free product property
for some choice of σ.
In more detail, let F Ď Q be a forest rooted at the vertices of W with F0 “ Q0 and arrows
directed towards the roots (we call this a spanning forest). For convenience we assume (up
to reorienting the arrows of Q) that F1 Ď Q1.
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A basis for L is given by concatenable words in the arrows a P Q1, the elements x
˘1
a :“
p1 ` aa˚q˘1 for a P Q1zF 1, and the elements rB, r
1
B
:“ pq ` rBq
´1 ´ q´1, such that the
following subwords do not occur:
xax
´1
a , x
´1
a xa, aa
˚, ax˘1
a˚
, for a P Q1; x
´1
a˚
, xa˚a, x
2
a˚ , for a P F1. (6.8)
The words in which rB do not occur form a basis for Λ
qpQ,Wq “ L{prBq, and the section σ
is given by the inclusion of these elements.
Proof of Proposition 6.9. The proof parallels that of Proposition 6.6.
Note that L is spanned by concatenable words in a, xa :“ p1` aa
˚q, x´1a , r, r
1 subject to
the relations, depending on the choice of ordering ď on the arrows a P Q1:
xax
´1
a “ 1 “ x
´1
a xa, xa “ 1` aa
˚, (6.9)
r “
ź
ď
xǫpaqa ´ q, r
1 “
ź
a,ě
x´ǫpaqa ´ q
´1 (6.10)
rr1 “ r1r “ ´qr1 ´ q´1r. (6.11)
Define redǫpaqa “ ℓ
´1
a pr` qqr
´1
a . We implement the above relations with the following reduc-
tions:
• Inverse Reductions: xax
´1
a , x
´1
a xa ÞÑ 1 for a P Q1.
• Short Cycle Reductions: aa˚ ÞÑ xa ´ 1 for a P Q1.
• Reordering Reductions: a˚x˘a ÞÑ x
˘
a˚
a˚ for a P Q1.
• Substitution Reductions: x˘a ÞÑ red
˘
a , x
´1
a˚
ÞÑ 1´ a˚red´1a a,
Substitution Reductions: x2a˚ ÞÑ xa˚ ` a
˚redaa, xa˚a
˚ ÞÑ a˚reda, for a P F1
• Reductions in B: rr1, r1r ÞÑ ´qr1 ´ q´1r.
For each monomial in L, define a weighted size,
ϕa :“ nta,a˚u `
3
2
ntxa,xa˚u ` 3ntx´1a ,x´1
a˚
u
for each a P Q1. From this, one can define a notion of size among monomials in xx
˘
a , a | a P
Qy, by first defining a total ordering on the arrows pQ1,ăq such that,
a ă a1 if a P F1, a
1 P Q1zF1,
or if a, a1 P F1 with a
1 disconnected from W in F1ztau.
Intuitively, we are saying that arrows in the spanning forest come before the rest in the
ordering, with arrows closer to the white vertices coming first. Using ă, define
N 1 : xx˘a , a, r, r
1 | a P Qy Ñ NpQ1,ăq ˆ N2
N 1pwq :“p2ϕapwq, nta|aPQ1u,txa|aPQ1upwq, ntr,r
1upwqq,
from which we say w ă w1 if Npw1q ă Npw1q in the lexicographical ordering on N|Q1|`2.
Notice, as in Proposition 6.6, that N 1pripwqq ă N
1pwq for any word w and reduction ri with
ripwq ‰ w. First notice that, by design, ϕa decreases under the following reductions:
• Inverse Reductions: ϕapxax
´1
a q “ ϕapx
´1
a xaq “ 3` 3{2 ą 0 “ ϕap1q
• Short Cycle Reductions: ϕapaa
˚q “ 2 ą 3{2 “ ϕapxaq
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• Substitution Reductions: ϕapxaq “ 3{2 ą 0 “ ϕapredaq,
Substitution: ϕapx
´1
a q “ 3 ą 0 “ ϕapred
´1
a q, ϕpx
´1
a˚
q “ 3 ą 2 “ ϕapa
˚red´1a aq,
Substitution: ϕpx2a˚q “ 3 ą 2 “ ϕapa
˚redaaq and ϕpx
2
a˚q “ 3 ą 3{2 “ ϕapxa˚q,
Substitution: ϕapxa˚a
˚q “ 5{2 ą 1 “ ϕapa
˚redaq.
For the Substitution Reductions observe that reda for a P F1 has subwords xb, xb˚ for
only a single b P F1 which is necessarily farther from the root than a and the remaining
arrows are not in the spanning forest. Consequently, ϕa decreasing, despite ϕb increasing for
larger b, implies that N decreases. The Reordering Reductions preserve all ϕa but decrease
nta|aPQ1u,txa|aPQ1u
pwq by definition, and hence decrease N 1. The reductions in B preserve
all ϕa and nta|aPQ1u,txa|aPQ1upwq but decrease ntr,r
1upwq.
We conclude that every monomial in L reduces to a linear combination of monomials
without subwords in
txax
´1
a , x
´1
a xa, aa
˚, axa˚ , ax
´1
a˚
| a P Q1u Y tx
´1
a˚
, xa˚a, x
2
a˚ | a P F1u
after applying finitely many reductions.
Note that some generators are nonreduced: xa, x
´1
a , and x
´1
a˚
for a P F1. Therefore, we
can put in reductions for each of these and throw out all other reductions involving these
generators, provided we check that all the defining relations still reduce to zero. We have
the reductions:
(1) xax
´1
a
r1ÞÝÑ 1 for a P Q1
(2) x´1a xa
r2ÞÝÑ 1 for a P Q1
(3) aa˚
r3ÞÝÑ reda ´ 1 for a P F1
(4) aa˚
r4ÞÝÑ xa ´ 1 for a R F1
(5) ax˘
a˚
r5ÞÝÑ x˘a a for a R F 1
(6) axa˚
r6ÞÝÑ redaa for a P F1
(7) x2a˚
r7ÞÝÑ xa˚ ` a
˚redaa for a P F1
(8) xa˚a
˚ r8ÞÝÑ a˚reda for a P F1
which don’t overlap with the remaining reductions:
Substitution reductions: x˘1a ÞÑ red
˘1
a , x
´1
a˚
ÞÑ 1´ a˚x´1a a, a P F1;
Reductions in B: rr1, r1r ÞÑ ´qr1 ´ q´1r.
As before, reductions (3) and (4) imply the relations xa “ 1 ` aa
˚, whereas the substi-
tution reductions imply the defining relations for r, r1. So this is a valid reduction system.
This reduction system has thirteen ambiguities:
(I) xax
´1
a xa for a R F 1
(II) x´1a xax
´1
a for a R F 1
(III) axa˚x
´1
a˚
for a R F 1
(IV) ax´1
a˚
xa˚ for a R F 1
(V) ax2a˚ for a P F1
(VI) x2a˚a
˚ for a P F1
(VII) xa˚a
˚a for a P F1
(VIII) axa˚a
˚ for a P F1
(IX) a˚axa˚ for a P F1
(X) a˚axa˚ for a P QzF1
(XI) aa˚a for a P Q1zF 1
(XII) aa˚a for a P F1
(XIII) aa˚a for a˚ P F1
which all resolve by the resolutions
(I) pr1 ´ r2qpxax
´1
a xaq “ 0
(II) pr2 ´ r1qpx
´1
a xax
´1
a q “ 0
(III) pr1 ´ r1 ˝ r5 ˝ r5qpaxa˚x
´1
a˚
q “ 0
(IV) pr2 ´ r2 ˝ r5 ˝ r5qpax
´1
a˚
xa˚q “ 0
(V) pr3 ˝ r6 ˝ r7 ´ r6 ˝ r6qpax
2
a˚q “ 0
(VI) pr3 ˝ r8 ˝ r7 ´ r8 ˝ r8qpx
2
a˚a
˚q “ 0
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(VII) pr7 ˝ r4 ´ r8qpxa˚a
˚aq “ 0
(VIII) pr3 ˝ r6 ´ r3 ˝ r8qpaxa˚a
˚q “ 0
(IX) pr7 ˝ r4 ´ r6qpa
˚axa˚q “ 0
(X) pr4 ˝ r5 ˝ r5 ´ r4qpa
˚axa˚q “ 0
(XI) pr4 ´ r5 ˝ r4qpaa
˚aq “ 0
(XII) pr6 ˝ r4 ´ r3qpaa
˚aq “ 0
(XIII) pr8 ˝ r4 ´ r3qpaa
˚aq “ 0.
The resolutions of the ambiguities (I)–(IV) and (X)–(XIII) are quick, leaving the compu-
tational heart of the calculations with the five resolutions (V)–(IX). Note that the resolutions
for (V) and (VI) are identical after swapping the roles of reductions r6 and r8, and similarly
for (IX) and (VII), leaving three calculations: (V), (VIII), and (IX). These ambiguities ex-
press the overlap of r6 with r7, r8, and r4 respectively and further reduce uniquely to red
2
aa,
redapreda ´ 1q, and a
˚redaa.
6.4 A convenient substitution
It will be convenient for us to make the substitutions:
x˘a :“ x
˘1
a ´ 1. (6.12)
The motivation for this is as follows: let A be either a multiplicative preprojective algebra
or a partial version for a connected quiver Q. Let I be the ideal generated by all paths
beginning and ending at vertices having either q “ 1 or the color white (the latter applies
only to the setting of partial multiplicative preprojective algebras). Then A{I is nonzero,
and we can make use of the I-adic filtration. The modified generators x˘a , for a an arrow in
I, have the advantage of lying in the ideal I. As we will see, at least in the case where Q
either contains a cycle or there is a white vertex, the I-adic filtration is Hausdorff. Thus,
we get an embedding of A into the completion pAI , realising x˘a as power series with zero
constant term. In the special case where q “ 1 (at all black vertices), this completion
means we are working with noncommutative power series in arrows, and all of the modified
generators have zero constant term. This completion is closely related to the completion of
(partial) additive preprojective algebras at λ “ 0 (at all black vertices).
Practically speaking, we only require the above substitution in the next subsection in
the partial case, at white vertices, for the purpose of obtaining a basis for quivers containing
cycles. But the substitution probably is worth making as well at any vertex where we want
to think of q as a deformation parameter based at q “ 1.
Let us explain how this substitution works in the case of the cycle ĂAn (although we do
not strictly need it in that case). We formally set x˘ :“ x˘1 ´ 1 and y˘ :“ y˘1 ´ 1; then
the modified reductions from Section 6.2 are the following ones:
• Inverse Reductions: x`x´, x´x` ÞÑ ´x` ´ x´ and y`y´, y´y` ÞÑ ´y` ´ y´
• Short Cycle Reductions: aa˚ ÞÑ x`, a˚a ÞÑ y`.
• Reordering Reductions: a˚x˘ ÞÑ x˘a˚, ay˘ ÞÑ y˘a.
• Substitution Reductions: y´ ÞÑ x´pr`qq`r`pq´1q, y` ÞÑ pr1`q´1qx``r1`pq´1´1q
(if not preceded by a);
ax` ÞÑ apr ` qqy` ` ar ` pq ´ 1qa, ax´ ÞÑ ay´pr1 ` q´1q ` ar1 ` pq´1 ´ 1qa.
This produces the same ambiguities as before, which resolve in the same way after eliminating
the nonreduced generators y˘ (another way to say this is that the reductions are the same
up to the change of variables, so ambiguities resolve if and only if they did before). The
modified ordering function,
Nzpwq :“ pnapwq, nta,a˚u,tx`,x´,y`,y´upwq, ntax`,ax´upwq, nty`,y´upwqq,
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is strictly decreasing under applications of reductions and hence every term reduces after
applying finitely many reductions. The new left free kQ0-module basis, as in Proposition
6.6, is given by alternating words in R and
B
1 :“ tpx˘qmaℓ, px˘qmpa˚qℓ | m P N, ℓ P Nu.
In the case of the partial multiplicative preprojective algebra, the modified reductions are
as follows:
• Inverse Reductions: x`a x
´
a , x
´1
a xa ÞÑ ´x
`
a ´ x
´
a for a P Q1.
• Short Cycle Reductions: aa˚ ÞÑ xa for a P Q1.
• Reordering Reductions: a˚x˘a ÞÑ x
˘
a˚
a˚ for a P Q1.
• Substitution Reductions: x˘a ÞÑ red
˘
a ´ 1, x
´
a˚
ÞÑ ´a˚red´1a a,
Substitution Reductions: xa˚
2 ÞÑ ´xa˚`a
˚redaa, xa˚a
˚ ÞÑ a˚preda´1q, for a P F1.
Again, the same ordering function applies here and strictly decreases under these reductions.
The ambiguities must resolve since they did before. Note that, for the following subsection,
we only require the substitutions xa in the case where the arrow a begins at a white vertex
(which in particular implies that a R F1, although it could be that a
˚ P F1). If we only make
these substitutions, it is similarly easy to write the above reductions in the case where for
certain arrows xa appears and for others xa appears; we leave this to the reader.
The only thing that we require from the above in the next subsection is the following
observation: reductions on 1WLQ1W preserve the augmentation ideal, that is to say, the ideal
generated by the generators. In other words, any monomial of positive length beginning and
ending at white vertices reduces to a linear combination of other such monomials. This was
not true with the original generators (e.g., looking at the inverse reductions).
6.5 Quivers containing cycles
Finally, we prove the strong free product property for a connected quiver containing a cycle,
along with providing a natural decomposition and basis. The technique involves showing
that, in these cases, the multiplicative preprojective algebra decomposes (as a vector space)
into a free product of the multiplicative preprojective algebra for the cycle and a partial
multiplicative preprojective algebra for the complement of the cycle, where “partial” means
that we turn off the relations at the vertices of the cycle. This technique should extend to
the case of general extended Dynkin quivers, hence reducing Conjecture 1.1 to the extended
Dynkin case.
We will show furthermore that, if Q is a connected quiver containing a cycle QE , then
there is a linear isomorphism, for W :“ pQEq0:
ΛqE pQEq ˚kQ0 Λ
q1pQ1,Wq Ñ ΛqpQq. (6.13)
Let us explain how such an isomorphism arises. Let Q21 Ď Q
1
1 be the subset of arrows incident
toW . Consider the pQ21q-adic filtration on both sides. Then the associated graded relation
to rQ is the sum rQE ` rQ1,B. As a result, there is a canonical surjection Λ
qE pQEq ˚kQ0
Λq
1
pQ1,Wq ։ grpQ21q Λ
qpQq. The isomorphism above is filtered and induces this canonical
map on associated graded map algebras, which is hence also an isomorphism. We note that,
in the additive case, the isomorphism (6.13) follows from the proof of [EE07, Theorem 3.4.2]
(see also [Sch16, Section 5], particularly Corollary 5.2.9.(ii)). Also, note that the fact that
the associated graded of (6.13) is an isomorphism does not imply that the original map is an
isomorphism (there would be no way to deduce surjectivity, since the descending filtration
is not finite; if we knew a priori that the filtration were Hausdorff then we could deduce
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injectivity, although we only know this as a consequence of the proof of the isomorphism
(6.13).)
As before, let B :“ kQ0rt, pq ` tq
´1s and B “ tB, which is spanned by elements
tm, pt1qm,m ě 1 where t1 :“ pq ` tq´1 ´ q´1.
Proposition 6.10. Let Q be a connected quiver containing a cycle QE Ď Q (QE – rAn´1).
Then a k-linear basis for L is obtained by concatenable products of arrows a and elements
xa, for a P pQEq1, and xa, for a P Q11, and the elements r, r
1 :“ pq ` rq´1 ´ q´1, such
that maximal subwords in a, x˘1a , a P pQEq1 are basis elements for Λ
qE pQEq, and maximal
subwords in a, x˘a , a P Q11 are basis elements of Λ
qpQ1,Wq.
In particular, the inclusion on basis elements not containing r, r1 defines a filtered iso-
morphism (6.13), as well as a section σ : ΛqpQq Ñ L, such that pL, r, σ,Bq satisfies the
strong free product property.
Note in the proposition that we only need the elements xa instead of xa for a P Q11
beginning at a vertex of QE (and making this change to the statement does not affect the
proof). On the other hand, we could freely replace all generators by the modified ones xa,
even for a P pQEq1, again without changing the proof.
Corollary 6.11. The filtration on ΛqpQq generated by arrows in QzQE incident to pQEq0
is Hausdorff, and the associated graded map of (6.13) (using the same filtration on the LHS)
is an algebra isomorphism,
ΛqE pQEq ˚kQ0 Λ
q1pQ1, pQEq0q Ñ grΛ
qpQq. (6.14)
Proof of Corollary 6.11. Let X Ď QzQE1 be the set of arrows incident to pQEq0 not in QE
itself. Note that grΛq
1
pQ1, pQEq0q – Λ
q1pQ1, pQEq0q, since there are no relations at pQEq0;
also the filtration in ΛqE pQEq ˚kQ0 Λ
q1pQ1, pQEq0q is entirely induced by the second factor,
so the associated graded algebra of the free product is again the free product itself.
Next, observe that the filtration on Λq
1
pQ1, pQEq0q is Hausdorff, as again there are no
relations at pQEq0. So the filtration is Hausdorff on the source of (6.13), hence also on the
target, as the isomorphism is filtered. This yields the desired statement.
Proof of Proposition 6.10. Using the strong free product properties for LpQEq and LpQ
1q,
we obtain the strong free product property for pL, rpQEq ` rpQ
1qB, σ, Bq, with σ defined
by extending the sections σpQEq, σpQ
1q. In more detail, combining the reduction systems
for LQE in Proposition 6.6 and for LQ1 in Proposition 6.9, one gets a reduction system for
LQ – LQE ˚kQ0 LQ1 . However, Λ
qpQq “ L{pρpQEqρpQ
1q´ qq is not the quotient L{pρpQEq`
ρpQ1qB ´ qq. So we need to perturb the relation to r “ ρpQ
1qρpQEq ´ q.
First observe that this change does nothing to the reductions for LQ1 , since there the
relation r is unchanged. For LQE , this change perturbs only the substitution reductions,
which become the following (applying a reordering relation as well for clarity). For conve-
nience we use the original generators x, y, a, a˚ for QE but the modified ones xa for L
1
Q (we
only need this for a beginning at a vertex of QE):
• y´1 ÞÑ x´1pρpQ1q´1 ´ 1qpr ` qq ` x´1pr ` qq,
y ÞÑ pr1 ` q´1qpρpQ1q ´ 1qx` pr1 ` q´1qx (if not preceded by a);
• ax ÞÑ apρpQ1q´1 ´ 1qpr ` qqy ` ary ` qya,
ax´1 ÞÑ ay´1pr1 ` q´1qpρpQ1q ´ 1q ` ay´1r1 ` q´1y´1a.
The reason why we wrote these relations as above is because, at every vertex v P pQEq0,
evpρpQ
1q˘1´1q is a linear combination of positive-length monomials in the generators x˘a , a,
a P Q1 (in fact we only need the x˘a ).
Combining these systems of reductions one gets a system of reductions for L “ LQE ˚kQ0
LQ1 . Order monomials in L lexicographically in the orderings N and N
1 of Propositions
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6.6 and 6.9. Then the above reductions strictly decrease the ordering (we use here the fact
that the ideal of positive-length monomials beginning and ending at vertices of pQEq0 is
preserved under reductions). All ambiguities lie either entirely in LQE or entirely in LQ1
and hence they all resolve.
We conclude that the strong free product property holds for pL, σ, ρpQEqρpQ
1q ´ q, Bq
and hence 6.13 is an isomorphism.
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